Abstract-With growing amount of data gathered nowadays, the need for efficient data mining methodologies is getting more and more common. There is a large number of different classification algorithms, but choosing the best one for given data is still a difficult task. Thanks to different data mining contests we can gather lots of meta level information about classification problems and strategies leading to optimal (or close to optimal) solutions. One of the contests was organized in parallel with the ICAISC'06 conference held in Zakopane. We took part in it, and our model classified the test data with the highest accuracy. The process which led to the winner model was not simple -it required multiaspect analysis of the data and different algorithms (from the point of view of suitability to the data). This article presents our road to the winner model with numerous comments on both successful and unsuccessful efforts. It also presents our model testing methodology, which always plays important role in the pursuit of accurate and well generalizing models.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Thorough analysis of particular data always requires using a multitude of different techniques. The data set we analyze here defines a classification task, so we need to: * apply different classification algorithms, * try different data transformations before the classification stage (from some simple and basic ones to some advanced functions constructed for the particular task), * apply a reasonable testing methodology (for model validation).
To efficiently search for accurate models we need a data mining environment facilitating complex models construction, easy application of many learning algorithms of different types, performing validation in a simple way and possibly providing some tools for meta-level learning (like searching in the space of models). Our efforts were supported by the GHOSTMINER system, which is a general tool for data mining developed by our team in cooperation with FQS Poland [1] . The system provides all the functions mentioned above In the area of meta learning it contains a simple parameter search algorithm, which although performing a greedy search is very helpful in exploring the space of model parameters.
II. THE CONTEST DATA
The data we analyze here was prepared by organizers of the ICAISC'06 conference'. It was the subject of a handwritten digit recognition competition organized in parallel to the conference. The organizers extended the data originally prepared by members of the Bogazici University, Istanbul, Turkey [2] , [3] . The resulting set of data vectors was split into two parts.
One of them contained 80% of the data (5036 vectors) and played the role of the training set. figure 1 , which we copied from [2] with authors permission. The original split of the data set was different than the contest one. The authors divided the data into four sets: one for training (1934 (CIDM 2007) can repeat CV test to overcome the possible problem of accidental distribution.
In our approach, we used different numbers of folds in CV.
The larger the number of CV folds, the more computation time is required, but the more similar training conditions are provided. On the other hand, the larger number of CV folds the less independent are the models generated in the CV process, because the common part of the training sets gets larger. Thus, determination of the optimum number of folds is not trivial.
Thanks to cross-validation we obtain the information about average test accuracy and also about the variance of these results. High average test accuracy is not the only aim we strive to. To be confident about high accuracy on the contest test set, we need a method showing small variance within the CV. Hence, our model selection criterion is usually not just the value of average accuracy, but the value decreased by a quantity related to the standard deviation, During the search procedure, we have always paid the most attention to the criterion (I) to select the most promising (i.e. most accurate and stable) methods.
In the first phase of searching the following methods were tried: k Nearest Neightbors [5] , Naive Bayes [6] , Support Vector Machine [7] , [8] , [9] , SSV decision tree [10] , [11] , NRBF [12] and FSM [13] .
A. Base methods The results presented below are the validation results of 10-fold cross-validation. In most cases the CV procedure was repeated 10 times and results (errors and standard deviations) were averaged. Such tests are denoted by XCV. In the case of Just a single CV test the label CV is used. The label TE stands before the error obtained on the testing part of data which was calculated after the contest, because the class labels were not available before.
The first tested method was the kNN. Typically the k is set to 5 at the first trial. In some sense this result can be used as a reference
In the next step we tried to determine the optimum value of k via intemal cross-validation. Internal cross-validation means that it is run within the training data. It tumed out, that the range of the optimum k is more or less the interval [3 6 ]. So, the initial value was quite a good try.
The kNN was also tested with different distance measures like Minkovsky (with different scales, including 1 for Manhattan), Chebychev and Canberra. However the results were similar or worse than for standard Euclidean metric.
In another test the training data set was standardized before running the kNN. The standardization was performed separately for each feature (per feature stanclardization [14] with modifications proposed by Keerthi [15] . SVM is a binary classifier and to use the SVM for 10-class problem a committee of SVMs must be used. For most benchmarks it is not important whether to use the oneclass against the rest scheme (building N classifiers, where N is the number of classes) or to use one class against one class and to build (N) classifiers In most cases, the efforts to improve the results presented above were fruitless, however for some methods a meta-search for appropriate parameters was successful.
B. Pursuit of optimal parameters
Finding optimal parameters of SVM can be tricky. We ran several meta-search processes to check a broad range of values. All the interesting results we have obtained with SVM concerned the Gaussian kernel, so here and in further descriptions we write just SVM (instead of SVM, G).
We have also run a meta-search for the dispersion of normalized Gaussian basis function of NRBF The results are presented in figure 5 . As [16] ) but they were not useful because of the information loss (each feature represents a pixel and only the corner-pixels are less important but still not useless). Principal Components Analysis (PCA) was not useful either After PCA the results were not worse, but to obtain similar results as without PCA nearly all PC's must be used, as it can be seen in figure 6 .
Some prototype selection algorithms were also investigated.
We have tested the Explore [17] DROP [18] , ENN [19] and LVQ with different numbers of neurons [20] . Successful models combined into committees may improve and stabilize their results. We have tested several types of committees with different configurations of models.
One of the simplest kinds of committee is based on the idea of voting (each committee member has a single vote and all the votes are equally important). A bit more advanced rule defines a weighted committee, where in the place of voting scheme we calculate the probabilities of belonging to the classes on the basis of the probabilities obtained from submodels (F1): The prediction of performance of LVQ with different numbers of neurons can be seen in figure 7 . The conclusion is Some feature extraction ideas were tested, but most without significant results. These include the islaind-score (the number of white regions in a given digit) and vertical and horizontal densities.
E. Darkening
It is easier to come up with new ideas, when we know as much as possible about the results obtained so far. Although we found quite accurate models with some methods applied to raw data, we started looking for some data transformations to get even better results. The analysis of erroneous test cases within cross-validation showed that some data vectors are easy to classify visually, but still they are erroneous cases. It was a consequence of the fact, that these vectors coordinates were smaller than for most other vectors. In other words the digits were brighter than others-sometimes the largest value in a vector was 9, while the norm is that the most intensive pixels have the value of 16. We guess that the reason behind the differences is the method of blurring used by the contest organizers, which was probably different than the one applied by the original authors. As a result digits with the same contours but with normal darkness of the pixels are quite far from their brighter copies in the sense of most distance measures. This brought the idea that it is worth to normalize the brightness of the pixels within each vector. It is a special kind of normalization since it concerns vectors instead of features. We decided to use a lindear tranlsfonnationII with a threshold, which prevents from values greater than 16 Xl fk(xi) =16 max (1 ) ,
where xi is the ith coordinate of vector x and vk(x) is the minimum of 1 and the kth minimum coordinate of x. k is the parameter controlling the transformation, which must be within the range from 1 to the dimensionality of x-the smaller k, the stronger darkening of the image (very small k should force Vk to be 1, and the pixels will get either 16 or 0 values In this case darkening also decreased the error while preserving the standard deviation.
Another promising value of k for darkening was 59 which also offered a decrease of the error of (N) with SVM: Finally, a weighted committee of two models-a (N) SVM and a CV committee of (N) SVM was composed. Although we should not expect a significance in the differences between (at least) the last three models presented, the last one is the winner of the competition. It misclassifies just 12 test instances. The kNN with k= 5 misclassifies 42 instances. So the best model outperforms the kNN over three times in an absolutely fair test.
V. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE PLANS
The way to the winner model was not straight or easy. The final solution was a consequence of many different types of experiments. It can not be expected that for a real world, nontrivial data, a single model will solve the problem with satisfactory results.
There are so many different adaptive methods and new ones are still emerging. Now the most important problem is to be able to find the methods (and their parameters) which provide the best models of given data. Thus, the procedures of model searching will get more and more important. Nowadays metasearch is usually performed by a human with some help of computational intelligence tools, but already now we feel a strong need for automatization of such processes.
In meta-learming it is very important to observe carefully the results of tests at each step of the search process. We need to learn how these results point the most promising directions of further steps. We need to learn more about the ways we search for attractive solutions and try to convert the knowledge into formal procedures Our 
